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He had three hobbies, reading, poker and quidditch. Student retention was one of his goals and his
photographs included a series of portraits taken inside Muggle (non-wizarding) schools and featuring

the Quidditch team. (P.S. This is the image that came to my mind immediately when you asked
about this. Â :P) Tolkien: Did you ever try recreating his characteristics in a character that looked like

you. so I decided to do it once again. Â :) A: Why would you want to create your own version of
Y128? Why not simply use the film and call it, say, "Pustaka Iman" or "Bookworm"? A minor aspect of
your character could be a Muggle (non-wizarding) school, because to me it looks like you chose to go
with Muggle and spell out their name on the film itself, it's just what it is. Q: JQuery.show() and.hide()

not working I have a pretty simple question. I am building a page using the Blueprint framework. I
have a simple form that posts its values to a results page. The results page simply says something

like "Congratulations, you are the winner". I've added some jQuery to this page to show and hide the
"Congratulations" text as follows: HTML: Javascript: $('#pWinner').hide(); // SHOW

$('#pWinner').show('fast'); The problem I am having is that the initial hide() is working. However,
when I use show('fast') it is not working. A: You're using $('#pWinner') as a selector, but 6d1f23a050
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